
You are welcome to use any camera during class. Please complete this form if you would like to
take a camera home and use it outside of class time. There are two types of cameras that we have:
DSLR and Point-and-Shoot. Please give permission for the types of cameras you would like to
check-out.

DSLR Camera Check-Out Permission Form

We agree that we would like to check-out a DSLR camera with all its accessories from the 
Photography Department at DHS. We agree to keep the camera safe and return it in the same 
condition that we received it in. We agree that if we do not, that we will pay the replacement value 
of the camera and/or its accessories in a timely manner. We understand that the full replacement 
value of the camera and all its accessories is up to $750. We understand that the camera will be 
inspected at each check-out by the student and teacher as well as signed in and out by the student 
and teacher. We understand that cameras will be checked-out during a class period and due at the 

next class period. We understand that if a student wants a camera longer (and one is available) that they can check-out the 
camera again. We understand that if we have concerns about keeping the camera safe, that we will discuss this with the 
teacher.

Date
 -----------------------

Student Name Printed and Signature Guardian Name Printed and Signature

-------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------

Student Phone Number Guardian Phone Number

-------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------

Point-and-Shoot Camera Check-Out Permission Form

We agree that we would like to check-out a point-and-shoot camera with all its accessories 
from the Photography Department at DHS. We agree to keep the camera safe and return it in 
the same condition that we received it in by the end of the semester. We agree that if we do 
not, that we will pay the replacement value of the camera and/or its accessories in a timely 
manner. We understand that the full replacement value of the camera and all its accessories is 
up to $150. We understand that the camera will be inspected at each check-out by the student 
and teacher as well as signed in and out by the student and teacher. We understand that 
cameras will be checked-out during a class period and due at the next class period. We 
understand that if a student wants a camera longer (and one is available) that they can check-

out the camera again. We understand that if we have concerns about keeping the camera safe, that we will discuss this with 
the teacher.

Date
 -----------------------

Student Name Printed and Signature Guardian Name Printed and Signature

-------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------

Student Phone Number Guardian Phone Number

-------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------


